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Pocket-sized version of the world's most popular tarot deck!
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Be forewarned. I am a professional reader and have used this deck for years. My decks wear out

often and I have to replace them. I just opened a new deck (april 2016) and along with the new low

price the quality is also low and awful. The cards are no longer glossy and much thinner than thy

have ever been before. I am so upset. I don't know where I will be able to find the previous edition

with more durable and glossier cards :(

This is the classic tarot that started it all, and a must for anyone who collects tarot cards.

LOVE this set!! This truly can go for a more advance or even a beginner which i love about it! The

cards are very bright and colorful. As well as the booklet that came with them was very easy to

follow along and know exactly what card you picked. i also love that not only does it break each

card down it also in the very back has the order to lay each card as well as what order you should

pick and more in depth meaning!! I have used these about once a week and its such an insightful

deck!! Also I feel it wasn't over negative ! I switched from the fairy deck to this one and I am very

happy with it!I did pay full retail for this product!



Comes with a little packet explaining each cars. Great beginner deck. Firm cards and good size.

nice artwork, larger than playing cards but you can still shuffle if you have adult-sized hands.

contains a small booklet with instructions and suggested interpretations to get you started, but there

are better sources on the Internet that I like better. The only downside for me is that the ends of the

box tend to pop open unless you are very deliberate while moving. You can probably keep the box

in a ziplock bag to solve this problem.

I was pleasantly surprised to have a little booklet inside describing the meaning of the cards. It's

small text but I'm planning on making a booklet myself-- it's a great little treat. The cards are glossy

(a bit big, I found, but nice) and smell very fresh. It just gave me a very nice vibe holding them. I'm

very happy with my purchase.

Deck arrived complete. Thanks!

I've been using these kind of deck since I was 14. I had to buy another one because my previous

deck got wet. These are perfect.
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